
 



                             Looks familiar? 

Boring Game Rooms 
in Hotels on Cyprus 

   Guests and tourists from all over the 
world  are coming to Cyprus and travel 
to a big number of hotels on the 
island.  

 Very often they search for some 
entertainment in these hotels and what they find is: boredom.  Old and , very 

often, bad maintained or defective 
games come to their attention. The 
entertainment factor of these machines 
is below zero. Sometimes the hotel has 
4 or 5 stars and the gaming room 
doesn’t deserve even one star. An 
unorderly collection of devices, which 
are serving since 15 or 20 years, 
sometimes even older. No 
entertainment factor at all, but the 
request of getting the tourists money 



for a plush animal or one game upon an old billiard table for € 2,- with missing tips 
on the queues…  

What about this ?



Attractive and new pinball machines and other games (billiards, dart machines , soccer 
tables etc.) combined with  sound dampening carpet  files… nice looking and easy to 
clean furniture and/or wall decoration in a modern and exciting look, which generate an 
friendly atmosphere in which Your visitors like to spend more than one Euro for games 
and beverages .   

Pinball Island at Cyprus       Decorative Neon 

Pinball Island is the official partner of Stern Pinball from Chicago and we 
import always the latest pinball games to Cyprus. In this function we 
operate coin machines as well as we sell them. 

1. We decorate an attractive  gaming room in your hotel (in cooperation with 
your entertainment management) which contains modern pinballs, dart 
machines and other entertainment games in order to make your guests enjoy 
their stay even more and bring more turnover in beverages etc. for you, 
because they stay in the house.  

2. No costs for you, the investment in furniture and decoration like carpets and 
neon signs etc. will be covered by the input into the machines and after 
payment, the input will be shared 50:50. Afterwards, these objects will stay in 
your property .



Some Ideas for a nice gaming room 



FAQ:

1. Who will watch the machines and call for service?  We don´t have the staff… 

 Answer: The latest generation of devices is internet-connected and will monitor itself,  
also we will take care regularly and repair or exchange immediately. No need for non-working 
machines for longer than 2 or 3 days.   

2.   We don´t want to have any risk. How to proceed? 

Answer: We will invest in the furniture and decoration as well as in the machines. At  the end of the 
day there is only on thing for you : profit . This equipment is not  expensive but decorative, so it 
will be paid very quickly.  Only the machines stay in the property of Pinball Island Ltd. .  

3.    Who will decide about the machines that shall bring the profit ? 

Answer: We watch the market and visit trade shows and fairs, so we are always up to date with our 
machines and equipment . 

 4.   Do we have to provide any staff ?                                                                                                                               

Answer:  As soon as there is a certain need for food and beverage,  we would  recommend to 
have someone serving in the game room, because its your profit.    A not served drink is a lost 
drink.  

5.    We already have an coin machine operator and he is telling us, pinball is dead.                                             

Answer: In case, there are still pinballs operated, which are worn out, without maintenance over a 
long time, not looking attractive any more, dusted and dirty, of course they are dead. But attractive 
and fresh machines are magnets like all the times before. We don´t operate old devices, but only 
actual technics. We do not insist on throwing out the old operator, as we would motivate them to 
cooperation.  

If you feel the need to change your game room and like the idea of having modern and attractive 
games in your hotel to entertain your guests, lets have an appointment. Call us anytime on the 
number below. 



    

                                          

Pinball Island Ltd.                             
4, Poseidonos Ave., Ind. Area         
7101 Aradippou, Larnaka, 
Cyprus                                            
Tel. 00357 97 692463  
email: 
seeburg19@icloud.com  
web: pinball-island.com 
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